
CATALOG
Liquidation Steam cabins and Sauna

DESCRIPTION Liquidation of full showroom content, including steam cabins, a sauna 
garden furniture and more!
Three kitchens with starting bid 1 Euro! Everything has to go!

START 10 june 2021 to 10:00

END DATE 20 june 2021 from 18:00
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NL-4691 Tholen, Slabbecoornweg 11

AUCTIM PARTNER MOYERSOEN NV
Helststraat 47, 2630 Aartselaar, Belgium
+32 3 827 21 31 - info.moyersoen@auctim.be
BTW BE 0452.153.622

ISSUE - COLLECTION  Friday June   25 2021 from 10:00 until 16:00
NL-4691 Tholen, Slabbecoornweg 11

Online bidding only!

Catalog created on 20 june 2021 to 06:00
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Item Description Start price

1 5-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM1
Model: 5 pieces
Color: Black wicker with dark gray cushions
Dimensions 5-piece set:
1 * 2 seater sofa: 1400x800x650mm
2 * Separate armchairs: 800x800x650mm
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table: 450x450x700mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

695 €

2 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM2
Model: 3-part
Color: Brown wicker with a white frame, sand-colored 
cushions
Dimensions 3-piece set:
1 * Loveseat: 1360x760x1150mm
1 * Coffee table: 1000x600x400mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table: 450x450x700mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

145 €
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The products are new but were previously a showroom 
model. The loveseat has a light damage to one of the legs 
(see photo).

3 10-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM3
Model: 10 pieces
Color: Black wicker with cream-colored cushions
Dimensions 10-piece set:
3 * 2 person sofa: 1400x800x650mm
2 * Armchair: 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part: 700x820x670mm
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5MM
2 * Side table: 450x450x700mm - Clear glass table top 
5MM

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

1.195 €

4 5-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM4
Model: 5 pieces
Color: Black wicker with dark blue cushions
Dimensions 5-piece set:
2 * 2 person sofa: 1400x800x650mm
1 * 3 seater sofa: 2000x850x650mm
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table: 450x450x700mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm

795 €
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Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

5 4-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM5
Model: 4-piece
Color: Brown wicker with light brown cushions
Dimensions 4-piece set:
1 * Loveseat: 1150x670x980mm
2 * Loose armchairs: 650x670x980mm (Adjustable to 
lounger)
1 * Side table: 450x450x500mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

495 €

6 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM6
Model: 3-part
Color: Black wicker with cream-colored cushions
Dimensions 3-piece set:
3 * 2 person sofa: 1400x800x650mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life

395 €
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Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

7 1-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM7
Model: 1-piece
Color: Cream-colored wicker with dark gray cushions
Dimensions 1 piece set:
1 * 4 person sofa: 2460x800x660mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

125 €

8 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM8
Model: 3-part
Color: Black wicker with cream-colored cushions
Dimensions 3-piece set:
1 * Loose armchairs: 800x800x650mm
1 * 3 seater sofa: 2000x800x650mm
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 

195 €
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products are new.

9 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM9
Model: 3-part
Color: Black wicker with cream-colored cushions
Dimensions 3-piece set:
1 * 3 seater sofa: 2000x800x650mm
1 * Loose armchairs: 800x800x650mm
1 * Armchair extension: 800x800x325mm
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

225 €

10 1-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounger
Type: SHOWROOM10
Model: 1-piece
Color: Green wicker with a light gray cushion
Dimensions 1 piece set:
1 * Lounger: 210x760x300mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

145 €
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11 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Vonato
Type: SHOWROOM11
Model: 3-part
Color: Black wicker with cream-colored cushions
Dimensions 3-piece set:
1 * 3 seater sofa: 2000x800x650mm
1 * Loose armchairs: 800x800x650mm
1 * Armchair extension: 800x800x325mm
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

225 €

12 5-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM12
Model: 5 pieces
Color: Brown wicker with cream-colored cushions
Dimensions 5-piece set:
1 * 2 person sofa: 1400x800x650mm (with an armrest on 
one side)
1 * 3 seater sofa: 2000x800x650mm (with 2 armrests)
1 * Coffee table: 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
2 * Side table: 400x400x400mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 

195 €
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products are new.

13 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM13
Model: 3-part
Color: White wicker with dark blue cushions
Dimensions 3-piece set:
2 * Separate armchairs: 800x800x650mm
1 * Armchair extension: 800x800x325mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

The products are new but were previously a showroom 
model. One of the chairs has a black scratch on the 
armrest.

125 €

14 2-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM14
Model: 2-part
Color: Black wicker with cream colored cushions
Dimensions 2-piece set:
2 * Triangular single seats: 430x800x700mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

25 €
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15 2-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounger
Type: SHOWROOM15
Model: 2-part
Color: Brown wicker with a light gray cushion
Dimensions 2-piece set:
1 * single lounger: 2000x850x750mm
1 * Side table: 400x400x400mm

Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

95 €

16 3-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: SHOWROOM16
Model: 3-part
Color: Cream-colored wicker
Dimensions 3-piece set:
2 * 5 person sofa: 2100x800x660mm
1 * Coffee table: 1000x700x400mm

Pay attention! Set comes without cushions.
Frame: powder coated aluminum frame - guarantees a long
service life
Fitted with: Weather resistant wickerwork

This product was previously a showroom model. The 
products are new.

195 €

17 2-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Lounge set type EVEN5088. Gray colored mixed plastic 
wicker and powder coated frame. White cream colored 
pillows. Cushions are light, water and dirt resistant.

75 €
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The set consists of:
* 1x 3-seater sofa, dim approx. 182x84x72cm.
* 1x low coffee table, dim. ca 85x49x48cm.

It is an unassembled model, so you still have to assemble 
the lounge set yourself.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the product is new in the box.

18 2-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Lounge set type EVEN5088. Light brown / yellow colored 
mixed plastic wicker and powder coated frame. White 
cream colored pillows. Cushions are light, water and dirt 
resistant.
The set consists of:
* 1x 2-person sofa, dim approx. 132x84x72cm.
* 1x side table with 55mm tempered glass.

It is an unassembled model, so you still have to assemble 
the lounge set yourself.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the product is new in the box.

60 €

19 2-piece lounge set
Quantity: 1
Lounge set type EVEN5088. Gray / blue colored mixed 
plastic wicker and powder coated frame. White cream 
colored pillows. Cushions are light, water and dirt resistant.
The set consists of:
* 1x 3-seater sofa, dim approx. 182x84x72cm.
* 1x low coffee table, dim. ca 85x49x48cm.

It is an unassembled model, so you still have to assemble 
the lounge set yourself.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the product is new in the box.

75 €
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20 1 VONATO Sauna with stove

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna.
Type: ZY-I4CED150
Model: Sauna
Dimension: 1500x1300x1900mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees (9KW)
Details: Mood lighting
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Comfortable 
seating/loungers - Wooden bucket with ladle - Hourglass - 
Thermometer.

Note: This product was previously a showroom model. The 
sauna is complete and works fully properly. However, there
is minor damage to the door. There is also damage to the 
left side of the sauna (see image), but this cannot be seen 
when the sauna is set up against the wall.
The sauna must be dismantled by you at our location.

695 €

21 Steam cabin, left-hand setup
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Steam cabin type ZS1010-L
Outer dimensions approximately: 900x1400x2200mm, 
left-hand position.
The cabin is equipped with:
* rain shower in the ceiling
* digital touch screen computer (time and temperature 
adjustable)
* aroma therapy
* mood lighting in the shower column
* lighting around the rain shower
* FM radio with speaker
* possibility to store shampoo, soap and the like in the 
shower and on the outside because there are shelves in it
* Possibility to connect a telephone
* Ozone cleaning
* Shower tray stands on adjustable feet to properly and 
easily adjust the cabin
* non-slip bottom

595 €
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*fan
* hand shower
* 6 back massage jets

The retail price is 2795 euros.

Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The cabin is still fully functional.

The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location

22 2-person steam cabin
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin
Type: GT0526
Model: 2-person steam cabin
Dimensions: 1400x900x2150mm.
Provided with:
* steam generator
* computer control panel
* radio with speaker
* hand shower with LED lighting and temperature display
* 1 mirrored glass back wall
* towel rack
* foot massage
* two sliding doors
* 2 hand showers
* rain shower with lighting
* back massage jets
*clear glass
*fan
* The bath stands on adjustable feet which makes it easy to
adjust.
The depicted wooden floor and benches are exclusive.

Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The cabin is still fully functional. However, the 
steam cabin does have damage to the roof edge (see 
image).
The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location.

595 €
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The steam cabin has a retail price of 2,795 euros

23 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: GT003
Model: Rectangular
Color: White bath with black cabin
Dimensions: 1670x850x2200mm
Jets: The cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Provided with:
* Colored safety glass which provides extra safety in the 
steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass you never have to 
worry about shards on the floor as it is impact resistant and
strong. Should it happen that the glass breaks, it will 
disintegrate into blurry pieces.
* Sliding doors with a watertight closure
*Control panel
*LED-lighting
* Aroma therapy: fill the aroma container with your favorite
aromas such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread 
delicious scents while steaming
* Mood lighting
* 2 Hand showers
* Rain shower

Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The cabin is still fully functional.

The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location.
Worth: € 4,695.00

595 €

24 Steam cabin hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin
Type: LR9092-90
Model: Hemisphere
Dimensions: 900x900x2150mm.
Provided with:

495 €
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* LED lighting in the ceiling which changes in 6 colors.
* Black profiles.
* FM radio with speaker
* background lighting
* seat
* shampoo holder
*towel rack
* foot massage
*fan
Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The steam cabin is still fully functional.
The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location.
The steam cabin has a retail price of 2,695 euros.

25 Steam cabin on the left-hand side
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin
Type: ZS1010-L
Model: Left-hand setup
Outer dimensions approximately: 900x1400x2200mm
The cabin is equipped with:
* rain shower in the ceiling
* digital touch screen computer (time and temperature 
adjustable)
* aroma therapy
* mood lighting in the shower column
* lighting around the rain shower
* FM radio with speaker
* possibility to store shampoos, soap and the like in the 
shower and on the outside because it contains shelves
* Possibility to connect a telephone
* Ozone cleaning
* Shower tray stands on adjustable feet to properly and 
easily adjust the cabin
* non-slip bottom
*fan
* hand shower
* 6 back massage jets

The retail price is 2795 euros.

Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 

595 €
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model. The cabin still works properly, but there is some 
damage on the inside. See picture.

The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location.

26 Steam cabin
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin
Type: LR9092-90
Dimensions: 900x900x2150mm.
Provided with:
* LED lighting in the ceiling which changes in 6 colors.
* Black profiles.
* FM radio with speaker
* background lighting
* seat
* shampoo holder
*towel rack
* foot massage
*fan.
Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The steam cabin is still fully functional. However, 
the cabin has damage on the inside, this will not bother you 
with use (see image).
The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location.
The steam cabin has a retail price of 2,695 euros.

495 €

27 Massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Massage bath
Type: MT-RT1802-L
Model: 1-person massage bath Left-hand configuration.
Dimensions: 1830x900x640mm.
Provided with:
* 6 large water jets and 16 air bubble jets
* hand shower
* control panel for the underwater lighting and switching 
the water and air pump on and off
* 2 headrests

795 €
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* The airbuble jets can be regulated in power
* The bath has two skirts, a tap and a hand shower
Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The massage bath is still working properly.
The bath must be disassembled yourself at our location.

28 Steam cabin on the right
Quantity: 1
Steam cabin Type ZS1233-R.
External dimensions: 900x1200x2200mm, right-hand 
position.
Provided with:
* Rain shower in the ceiling
* Digital touch screen computer
* Shower panel placed in the corner, time and temperature 
adjustable
* Aroma therapy
* Atmosphere lighting in the shower column
* Lighting around the rain shower
* FM radio with speaker, possibility to connect a telephone
* Ozone cleaning
* Shower tray stands on adjustable feet to properly and 
easily adjust the cabin
* Non-slip bottom
*Fan
* Hand shower
* 6 back massage jets

Retail price euro 2795
Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The steam cabin is still fully functional.
The steam cabin must be disassembled yourself at our 
location.

695 €

29 Steam cabin on the right
Quantity: 1

Steam cabin type ZS-1037R.
Dimensions: 800x1200x2150MM,
Right-hand position.
Provided with:
* Rain shower in the ceiling.
* Digital 'touchscreen' computer.

695 €
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* Shower panel placed in the corner.
* Time and temperature adjustable.
* Lighting around the rain shower.
* FM radio.
* Shower tray stands on adjustable feet to properly and 
easily adjust the cabin.
* Wooden floor with a folding seat.
* Hand shower.
* 6 Back massage jets.

Retail price: 2795 euros.

Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The steam cabin is still fully functional.
The steam cabin must be disassembled yourself at our 
location.

30 Steam cabin
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin
Type: LR9092-90
Dimensions: 900x900x2150mm.
Provided with:
* LED lighting in the ceiling which changes in 6 colors.
* Black profiles.
* FM radio with speaker
* background lighting
* seat
* shampoo holder
*towel rack
* foot massage
*fan.
Pay attention! This product was previously a showroom 
model. The steam cabin is still fully functional. However, 
the cabin has damage on the inside, this will not bother you 
with use (see image).
The steam cabin must be disassembled by you at our 
location.
The steam cabin has a retail price of 2,695 euros.

495 €
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31 Bathroom cabinet side cabinet
Quantity: 1

side cabinet in a wooden color.
Dimensions: 1245x395x345mm.

The furniture previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

45 €

32 Bathroom cabinet side cabinet
Quantity: 1

side cabinet in a wooden color.
Dimensions: 1245x395x345mm.

The furniture previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

45 €

33 1 person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

1-Person bathroom furniture. Type 9014.
Dimensions: 800x450x600mm.
Color: wood colored.
This furniture comes with a ceramic white sink, 
dimensions: 800x450mm.
The furniture comes without the corresponding mirror and 
side cabinets.
The furniture previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

195 €
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34 1 person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-Person bathroom furniture.
Type: BL-1555B.
The color of the bathroom furniture is black.
Dimensions: 1200x470x500mm.
The top is made of casting resin.
Mirror dimensions: 1200x450cm.
The drawers of the furniture are fitted with soft-close 
drawer slides.
The bathroom furniture previously served as a showroom 
model. The condition of the furniture is complete and it is 
new in the box. The complete bathroom furniture consists 
of 3 boxes.

395 €

35 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-Person bathroom furniture.
Type: 9025.
Dimensions: 1600x450x600mm.
The color is gray / anthracite.
The mirror cabinet is approximately 1600x500x150mm.
The drawer has a soft close system and a siphon recess.
This piece of furniture previously served as a showroom 
model. The furniture does not include a sink, but the taps 
are included.
The condition of the furniture is new in the box.

195 €

36 1 person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

1-Person bathroom furniture.
Type: 9020B.
Dimensions: 800x460x600mm.
Color: High-gloss black.
This furniture has a ceramic white sink with the 
dimensions: 800x450mm. The sink comes with taps.
This bathroom cabinet previously served as a showroom 
model. The furniture comes exclusive of matching mirror 
and side cabinet.
The condition of the furniture is new in the box.

195 €
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37 1 person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

1-person bathroom furniture.
Type: BL-5165-1
Dimensions: 845x515x525mm
Color: The bathroom cabinet is wood colored.
The bathroom furniture does not include the 
accompanying mirror, otherwise the furniture is complete.
The furniture previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the vanity unit is new in the box.

195 €

38 1 person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

1 person bathroom furniture.
Type: 9013
Dimensions: 800x460x600mm.
Color: anthracite.
This furniture has a ceramic white sink with the 
dimensions: 800x450mm. Taps are included.
This model comes with a side cabinet with soft close 
hinges, dimensions: 1245x395x345mm.
The bathroom furniture is supplied excluding the mirror 
cabinet.
This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the vanity unit is new in the box. The side box 
is packed in strong bubble wrap with an extra plastic seal 
around it.

195 €

39 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-Person bathroom furniture.
Type: Hawk.
Dimensions: 1200x470x500mm.
Handleless furniture with a black top made of cast resin.
1 Mirror cabinet with two lighting fixtures of approximately 
1500x350x350mm.
The doors and drawers are fitted with soft-closing hinges 
and drawer slides.
The bathroom furniture does not include the side cabinets.
This product previously served as a showroom model. The 

395 €
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condition of the furniture is new in the box.

40 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-Person bathroom furniture.
Type: 9008.
Color: wood colored.
Dimensions: 1200x480x520mm.
The furniture is equipped with 2 drawers with soft close 
drawer slides.
The included mirror has two light spots. Mirror dimensions:
1200x600x120mm.
The furniture comes exclusive of side cabinet.
This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the vanity unit is new in the box.

295 €

41 1 person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

1 person bathroom furniture.
Type: BL-HAVIKAS-120
Color: Wood colored.
The furniture is complete and will be delivered including:
* 1x Resin sink with the dimensions: 1395x470x500mm
* 1x Main cabinet with the dimensions: 1395x470x500mm
* 1x Mirror cabinet with the dimensions: 
1400x180x450mm.
The mirror cabinet has 2 doors and an LED lamp.
* 2x Side cabinet with the dimensions: 350x350x1500mm.
The side cabinets have 2 doors with a soft close system.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
furniture no longer has the original packaging, the furniture
is now packed on a pallet with a strong layer of bubble wrap 
around it. For extra safety, there is also a layer of plastic 
seal around it.

495 €
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42 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture of the HAVIKA-S type.
The furniture is complete and will be delivered including:
* 1x mirror cabinet with the dimensions: 
1450x450x180mm. Two lighting fixtures are placed above 
the mirror cabinet.
* 2x side cabinets with the dimensions: 1500x350x350mm. 
The doors and drawers are fitted with a soft close system.
1x Main cabinet with the dimensions: 1450x470x500mm. 
The top is made of casting resin.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

595 €

43 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture of the HAVIKA-S type.
The furniture is complete and will be delivered including:
* 1x mirror cabinet with the dimensions: 
1450x450x180mm. Two lighting fixtures are placed above 
the mirror cabinet.
* 2x side cabinets with the dimensions: 1500x350x350mm. 
The doors and drawers are fitted with a soft close system.
1x Main cabinet with the dimensions: 1450x470x500mm. 
The top is made of casting resin.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

595 €

44 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture of the type BL103W.
Colour White.
The bathroom furniture comes with:
* 1x: Main cabinet with the dimensions: 1100x520mm.
* 1x: mirror of another model, dimensions: 
1200x500x100mm. It is a luxury mirror with an anti-fog 
system and lighting via a color-changing touch-screen 
button. See images for the mirror that comes with it.

295 €
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* 2x: wash bowl.

Pay attention! The furniture is supplied without side 
cabinets. The mirror is also not from the original bathroom 
furniture.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

45 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture of the type BL103W.
Colour White.
The bathroom furniture comes with:
* 1x: Main cabinet with the dimensions: 1100x520mm.
* 1x: mirror of another model with the dimensions: 
1200x500x100mm. It is a luxury mirror with an anti-fog 
system and lighting via a color-changing touch-screen 
button. See images for the mirror that comes with it.
* 2x: wash bowl.
* 1x: side cabinet with the dimensions: 1500x300x300mm.
* 2x: wash bowl.

Pay attention! The furniture comes with only 1 side cabinet 
instead of 2. The mirror is also not from the original 
bathroom furniture.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

395 €

46 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: vk01
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood 
decor
Dimensions: 3-piece set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1200x470x540mm

395 €
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1 x Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror - 1200x500x60mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side case back. (not 
in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product had previously served as a showroom model. 
The condition of the furniture is new in the box.

47 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: vk01
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood 
decor
Dimensions: 3-piece set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1200x470x540mm
1 x Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror - 1200x500x60mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side case back. (not 
in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product had previously served as a showroom model. 
The condition of the furniture is new in the box.

395 €
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48 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: vk01
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood 
decor
Dimensions: 3-piece set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1200x470x540mm
1 x Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror - 1200x500x60mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side case back. (not 
in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product had previously served as a showroom model. 
The condition of the furniture is new in the box.

395 €

49 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: VK02
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood 
decor
Size: 2-person set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1200x470x500mm
2 x Side cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Natural wood decor

395 €
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Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side cases at the 
back. (not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

50 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: VK02
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood 
decor
Size: 2-person set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1200x470x500mm
2 x Side cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Natural wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side cases at the 
back. (not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

395 €
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51 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: VK02
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood 
decor
Size: 2-person set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1200x470x500mm
2 x Side cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Natural wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side cases at the 
back. (not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

395 €

52 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: VK03
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light - wood 
decor
Size: 2-person set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1450x480x500mm
2 x Side cabinet - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 

395 €
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drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side cases at the 
back. (not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

53 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK
Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: VK03
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light - wood 
decor
Size: 2-person set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1450x480x500mm
2 x Side cabinet - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side cases at the 
back. (not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

395 €

54 2-person bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1

2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light wood decor
Quantity: 1
Brand: UK

395 €
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Product name: Bathroom cabinet
Type: VK03
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light - wood 
decor
Size: 2-person set:
1 x Washbasin unit - 1450x480x500mm
2 x Side cabinet - 1500x350x350mm
1 x Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged side cases at the 
back. (not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the furniture is new in the box.

55 Corner kitchen high-gloss white
Quantity: 1

Corner kitchen type 80M3WHT.
Color high-gloss white. Material 18mm MDF.
The kitchen comes complete with:
1 cabinet with 2 drawers (HxWxD) 820x600x560mm.
1 box with blind corner 820x1000560mm.
1 cabinet with 2 doors for the sink 820x800x560mm.
1 oven cabinet 820x600x560mm.
1 cabinet with 1 door and 1 drawer 820x400x560mm.
1 wall cabinet with 2 doors 580x800x350mm.
1 wall cabinet with 1 door 580x400x350mm.
1 cabinet with lifting door 360x600x350mm.

All hinges and drawer runners are from BLUM.
Note: The kitchen is supplied EXCLUSIVE kitchen worktop!

The kitchen includes a stainless steel sink with pop-up 
drain. All cabinets are built.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the kitchen is new in the packaging.

1 €
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NOTE: taps and equipment not available.

56 Right-hand kitchen high-gloss white
Quantity: 1

Right-hand kitchen type 80M1WHT.
Color: High-gloss white.
The kitchen is delivered including:
1 cabinet with two doors for the sink (HxWxD) 
820x800x560mm.
1 cabinet with door and drawer 820x400x560mm.
1 oven cabinet 820x600x560mm.
1 wall cupboard with 2 doors 580x800x350mm.
1 wall cupboard with 1 door 580x400x350mm.
1 wall cupboard with 2 doors 580x600x350mm.
1 wall cupboard with lifting door 400x600x350mm.

All hinges and drawer runners are from BLUM.
Note: The kitchen is supplied EXCLUSIVE kitchen worktop!

The kitchen includes a stainless steel sink with pop-up 
drain. All cabinets are built.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the kitchen is new in the packaging.
NOTE: taps and equipment not available.

1 €

57 Corner kitchen high-gloss black
Quantity: 1

Corner kitchen type 80M4BLCK.
Color: High-gloss black.
The kitchen is delivered including:
1 cabinet with 2 drawers (HxWxD) 820x600x560mm.
1 cabinet with blind corner 820x1000x560mm.
1 cabinet with 2 doors for the sink 820x800x560mm.
1 oven cabinet 820x600x560mm.
1 cabinet with 1 door and 1 drawer 820x400x560mm.
1 wall cabinet with 2 doors 580x800x350mm.
1 wall cabinet with 1 door 580x400x350mm.
1 cabinet with lifting door 360x600x350mm.

All hinges and drawer runners are from BLUM.

1 €
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Note: The kitchen is supplied EXCLUSIVE kitchen worktop!

The kitchen includes a stainless steel sink with pop-up 
drain. All cabinets are built.

This product previously served as a showroom model. The 
condition of the kitchen is new in the packaging.
NOTE: taps and equipment not available.

58 showroom model Lounge set - 8-piece Wicker Dark 
brown / light gray cushions
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR9487
Model: 8-piece
Color: Dark brown wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
3 * Middle part - 1000x1000x700mm
2 * Corner sofa with armrest - 1200x1000x700mm
1 * Corner Part - 1000x1000x700mm
1 * Hocker - 1200x1000x440mm
1 * Coffee table - 1000x1000x340mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions (seat cushions 
are 12 cm thick and the back cushions are 10 cm thick) - 
weather-resistant wickerwork.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

995 €

59 showroom model 12-piece Wicker Brown / navy blue 
cushions
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-YE
Model: 12
Color: Brown wicker with navy blue cushions
Size: 12-piece set:

995 €
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2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weatherproof 
wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00
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